
LEARNZILLION WRITING A SUMMARY ELEMENTARY

In this lesson you will learn how to summarize a text by locating main ideas and supporting them with details from the
text.

It consists of nothing but conjecture. In the traditional high school English classroom, literary analysis has
looked one way â€” like an essay, sometimes in five paragraphs, beginning with a generic introduction, thesis
statement, body paragraphs following a strict topic-sentence-followed-by-evidence-and-explanation format ,
and a conclusion that regurgitates all the was said before. It spun out of a predecessor organization,
EngageNY, which was established in to create and share Common Core-aligned curriculum. They must be.
Today, teachers across the world are harnessing the power of the series to teach history, gender studies,
chemistry, religion, philosophy, sociology, architecture, Latin, medieval studies, astronomy, SAT skills, and
much more. Curriculum Choice as an Intervention By all the evidence, curriculum choices matter enormously
to student outcomes, even in the absence of wider improvements to teaching practice or school design. TPT is
a for-profit, private company. Unclear for now, though, is how committed Amazon. A full-time team of
curriculum directors and product managers support the site and work in close collaboration with our classroom
teachers and school leaders to curate and publish our materials. Schools and districts, of course, often purchase
off-the-shelf curriculum and assessments from educational publishers. Make sure you have a clear answer to
the following questions as you write or revise: What is the main point of the essay? The Harry Potter
phenomenon created a surge in reading with a lasting effect on all areas of culture, especially education.
Market makers are special-purpose websites where users and producers of curriculum trade and share. As part
of this initiative, KIPP recently released to certain partner organizations its full K-8 literacy curriculum.
Conclusion When I ponder the actors above and the early state of online curriculum, I can imagine a future in
which teachers and schools will be able to access high-quality, comprehensive, well-organized, and low-cost
curriculum online. Morton Whether you are a student in need of a persuasive essay topic, or a teacher looking
to assign a persuasive essay, this list of persuasive essay topics is a great resource. UnboundEd , certain
venture capital-backed startups e. UnboundEd is a non-profit organization. Common Core standards tend to
push for more fact-based writing than for fiction, but teaching narrative writing to elementary school students
can allow for young children's creativity while still establishing guidelines for structure and other key
elements. The Harry Potter phenomenon created a surge in reading with a lasting effect on all areas of culture,
especially education. Reread the literary work several times. Explain that listing facts without explaining how
the fact supports the thesis statement or why that fact is important is useless. As I define them, market makers
also include the search engines and social media sites that invariably route teachers as they venture online and
an important, emerging group of quality assurance entities that seek to validate curriculum and facilitate
reliable exchange. A close relative of the summary is listing facts. LearnZillion , and a number of charter
school organizations including Match that are curating and sharing the curriculum they have produced in their
schools over many years. This main point should be clearly identified in the thesis statement. But, I would not
bet against it. Teachers strongly gravitate to curriculum that is credible and backed by evidence. Reread the
literary work several times. Identifies the author, title, and gives a brief summary of the literary work. Reread
and look for passages and ideas that stand out or have special meaning. The site is a competitor to Teachers
Pay Teachers. Currently in Beta mode, the site allows educators and a variety of curriculum organizations to
upload and exchange curriculum materials. Write down a specific quotation or example from a literary work.
At the other end of the bad analysis spectrum is the no evidence analysis. It earns revenue from transactions
fees charged on commerce on their site. Open-source curriculum, as it takes root, will give teachers and
schools across the country an alternative to a small set of dominant education publishers and offer them free or
almost free online materials, without sacrificing quality or usability. OER Commons OER Commons is a
non-profit organization dedicated generally to the open educational resources movement, and it maintains an
interactive library of free curriculum. Teachers prefer curriculum that is purposefully constructed to give them
options for modifying materials and for varying teaching plans in order to meet the needs of their students who
will always vary in their learning styles, skills, and knowledge levels. EdReports EdReports is a non-profit
organization that conducts and publishes independent quality reviews of curriculum, including online
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materials. And as long as they do, the emergence of the Internet as a main source of their materials is of huge
importance. Complete the sentence two times for each quotation.


